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Kevin Jacobs Appointed 2022-2023 DRC Board Chair
As a Partner, Section Chair – Litigation (Firmwide) with Baker Botts, Kevin
Jacobs' trial practice focuses on commercial disputes and arbitrations for
clients in the energy, chemicals, transportation, and life sciences industries.
Mr. Jacobs’s work in the energy space has included renewables, power,
mid-stream, and downstream disputes before courts, regulatory bodies, and
arbitration panels. He has tried over twenty lawsuits, arbitrations, and
regulatory proceedings to decision, including eleven jury trials, in five
different states. His trial practice is centered on his talent for effectively conveying his clients' stories to
juries, judges, and arbitrators. His cases have involved a broad range of claims, including breach of
contract, trade secret misappropriation, fraud, defamation, construction, product liability, premises
liability, and other business tort

2022-2023 DRC Board of Directors
Chair: Mr. Kevin Jacobs
Treasurer & Chair Elect: Ms. Kaylan Dunn
Members:
Ms. Annette Disch
Hon. John Donovan
Ms. Linda Glover
Ms. Felicia Harris Hoss
Hon. Jim Kovach
Hon. Erin Lunceford
Ms. Jacquelyn McAnelly
Mr. Jeff Oldham
Ms. Denise Oncken

Ex Officio Members:

Mr. Liam O’Rourke

Mr. Chris Popov - President, Houston Bar Association

Mr. Robert Painter

Ms. Mindy Davidson - Executive Director, Houston Bar Association

Mr. Shannon Quadros

Mr. Nicholas Hall - Executive Director, Dispute Resolution Center

Mr. Michael Wynne
Mr. Ali Zamanian

Mediator Tip
How does “brainstorming” work in deal mediation?
Posted by: Phil Neiman
Brainstorming is a technique used in deal mediation to expand the
parties’ options. The process involves generating creative solutions
through an open and unrestricted discussion in which everyone is
encouraged to suggest as many ideas as possible to expand the deal
pie and reconcile their interests.
Brainstorming works on the theory that the most beneficial
transaction will be uncovered as the parties’ identify and explore
the greatest number of alternatives. In other words, the more
options being considered, the greater the chance of success in
reaching a Pareto-optimal agreement.
In a brainstorming session, the parties are encouraged to think out
loud and to suggest as many possible ideas for deal formation as
they can conjure up, without committing to any particular idea and without assessing or critiquing
anything that’s been suggested. This is a time to “road test” ideas and everyone is encouraged to offer up
creative solutions, no matter how wild, and suggestions can build on one another while the mediator
keeps track of what is discussed. Postponing evaluation of every idea that’s put on the table is key. While
the session is ongoing, ideas can build on one another. Only after multiple options have been identified
does the work of actually considering those options begin.
What evolves from a brainstorming session is a list of multiple possibilities for working through
disagreements and adding value, many of which may not work, but that haven’t been judged or critiqued
by any participant.
Once the brainstorming session is over, the parties begin the work of considering whether any of those
options are realistic and have the potential to satisfy everyone’s interests. Brainstorming is a safe process
in which everyone is encouraged to think out loud and to think “out of the box” by suggesting imaginative
ideas, no matter how unrealistic they may be. By developing multiple creative options before evaluating
them, possibilities expand, a solution emerges and the most efficient deal can then be formed.

Phil Neiman is a Marin County based mediator who provides dispute resolution and deal mediation
services throughout Northern California and the greater Bay Area, including Marin, San Francisco, Sonoma
and the East Bay.

Book Review

NEGOTIATION
Things Corporate Counsel Need to Know
but Were Not Taught
by Michael Leathes
The book and its main points are ably summarized by the Author in the Preface:
1.
Corporate and other internal counsel should not confine themselves to
docugotiation and litigotiation – negotiating terms in agreements and settlements.
Those who diversify as commercial negotiators outside the legal frame become
true general counsel, empowered to lead, innovate, inspire and increase their value.
2. Cross-cultural negotiations would lead to more effective outcomes if negotiators take more time to
listen and truly understand the other party. Even though most people are not entirely stereotypical,
understanding cultural framework is essential.
3. Prepare better and faster by using openly available e-tools. Preparation is key, and the preparer is at
the center of negotiations.
4. The dynamics of neuroscience may make your eyes glaze over, but understanding the basics of brain
science improves negotiation.
5. Using a neutral facilitator to help the parties forge a more effective deal is greatly under-used
opportunity. By having a trusted impartial person take charge of the process frees everyone up to
negotiate better. It should not be confined to dispute settlement.
6. Legal education needs to include negotiation skills. Negotiation is a hard, not soft, set of skills and can
be assessed. Accreditation should be offered to those who pass negotiation skill assessments.
7. It is time for an international initiative, backed by top educators, businesses, professional service firms
and professional bodies to set high-level global negotiation knowledge and skills standards, as well as an
international code of negotiation ethics. An international negotiation institute would not provide training
or other services but to promote and encourage more and better education on negotiation in all main
languages and cultures, treat negotiation as a hard skill, inspire more people to take negotiation courses
and improve the quality and effectiveness of negotiation outcomes.
About the Author:

Michael Leathes spent his career as a corporate counsel with Gillette, Pfizer, International
Distillers & Vintners and BAT based variously in Brussels, New York and London. His pro
bono duties included board memberships of CPR Institute (2003-2006) and the International
Mediation Institute (2007-2015).

High Conflict Clients
You need to pay more attention to your relationship with high conflict clients.
Emphasize E.A.R.: Empathy, Attention and Respect. When they get upset, rather
than appearing angry with them, criticizing their behavior or trying to take a
decision-making role ("You're being unreasonable," or "Try to control yourself"),
instead try "I can empathize with how difficult this process is," "I can empathize
with how important these decisions are to you." "Don't worry, I will pay attention
to your concerns," "I really respect the efforts you have made to present a thoughtful proposal," "I respect
the research you put into preparing this proposal." This doesn't mean that you agree with someone with
whom you empathize or show respect. This doesn't mean you have to listen forever. You can interrupt a
high conflict person with an E.A.R. statement. You can also show E.A.R. non-verbally by leaning in, nodding
your head, etc. Really resist the urge to take sides and the urge to criticize or get angry at their
self-defeating behavior. Emphasize E.A.R. over and over again, and they will usually calm down. You will
have to repeat this.

“The courts of this country should not be the places where resolution of disputes
begins. They should be the places where the disputes end after alternative methods of
resolving disputes have been considered and tried.”
― Sandra Day O’Connor

Mediation Funnies

Thank you to all our volunteers who took time
to mediate with us in May and June!
Armstrong, Paul
Arntz, Jill
Barahona, Kimberly
Brimm, Charmaine
Bushman, Patricia
Canada, Meredith
Cantrell, Carol
Carter-McZeal, Carmen V.
Casavant, Geoff
Caston, David
Chan, David
Clerkin, Amanda
Coleman, LeRoy
Crawford, Monique
Cummings, Sarah
Davis, Heather
Dennison, Dane
DeSoto, David
Disch, Annette
Donovan, John
Fein, Cory
Gammell, Bradley
Gao, Ge Eva
Goldstein, Allan
Guerrero, Deanna
Guobadia, Jessica
Horn, Andrea
Hoss, Felicia Harris
Howard, Steven

Jackson-Matthews, Sheryl
Johnston, Smith
Jorgensen, Coble
Knight, Joe
Kreider, Stephen
Lawson, Deborah
Leverett, Nan
Liburd, Tamarie
Ligums, Ann Bradford
Linden, Joanne
Litton, Todd
Lunceford, Erin
Mann, June
Martin, Ernest
Martin, Mary
Mayer, Sylvia
McCarthy, Sean
McCoy, Michael
McFarlane, Heather
Medrano, Nichole
Mehta, Nidhi
Michel, Tina
Millenson, Barry
Morgan, Michael
Nelson, Deloris
O'Neill, Alice
Osime, Joshua
Page, Brenda
Pearson, Catherine

Phillips, Tyson
Prather, Kelly
Prather, Michael J.
Pryor, Visuewelle
Revere, Elizabeth
Robertson, Keyla
Robertson, Mark
Rokes, Susan
Ross, Carman
Rubin, Samanda
Santire, Stanley
Schein, Salomon
Slaughter, Janice P.
Smith, Naomi
Spelman, Kyle
Stevens, Rhea
Tabangay-Vigilla, April
Taylor, Alexia
Thai, Rebecca
Thompson, Darcy
Tomlinson-Weyand, Donna
Wagner, Frederick
Walder, Courtney
Wells, Judy
Womac, Terry
Zamanian, Ali
Zimmerman, Alvin L.

To subscribe to our bi-monthly newsletter “Mediation Matters”, please click on the
“Subscribe” button below. You will receive an email alert on the day of publication.
The DRC does not share or sell any email lists. Your information will remain private
and used only to alert you that a new edition of our newsletter has been posted to
our website.

We Want To Hear From You!
Have a comment about this edition or an idea or suggestion
for a future DRC newsletter?
Please let us know about it at newsletter@drchouston.org.
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Houston, TX 77002
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